
FireLine™ Shirt

Double Duty™ BDU Pants

BL003 Yellow Indura® Ultra Soft® Double Duty™ Fireline™ Pants
BL004 Green Indura® Ultra Soft® Double Duty™ Fireline™ Pants
BL005 Yellow Nomex® Double Duty™ Fireline™ Pants
BL006 Green Nomex® Double Duty™ Fireline™ Pants

SPECIFY SIZE: S-XL

SPECIFY COLOR: Yellow or Green     SPECIFY SIZE: S-XXXL

3" high shirt style collar4
3" hanger loop at neck4
Two large patch style breast pockets with hook and loop 4
flap closures
Left pocket includes pen/pencil slot4
Set-in style sleeves with adjustable hook and loop tab 4
closure at cuffs
Extra large melamine button front closure4
Shirt tails are extra-long and squared off to be worn either 4
tucked in or outside pants
Meets or exceeds NFPA 1977 Standard on Protective Clothing 4
and Equipment for Wildland Fire Fighting (Current Edition)
Meets CAL-OSHA Requirements – Passes Fed. Test 191,4
Method 5903.2; CAL-OSHA Sections 3406(d). Complies with 4
OSHA Rule 29 CFR Part 1910, 2694

Designed in accordance to the U.S. Forest Service Specifications. Generously patterned
to allow unrestricted range of motion and comfort. Can be worn by itself as a shirt or 
layered over your favorite tee as a lightweight jacket.

BL002

Signature relaxed fit and elasticized rear waistband for maximum 4
mobility and comfort
Oversized double needle top stitched bellowed cargo pockets on 4
thighs expand for storage, secure with hook and loop flap closures
Front slash pockets have extra deep bags and are contoured to 4
keep contents secured
Two large rear double needle top stitched patch pockets with hook 4
and loop flap closures
Corrosion-resistant brass snap at waist4
Double reinforced crotch panel extends wear life4
Hook and loop ankle straps backed with self-fabric adjust close 4
through metal box ring take up
Leg outseams are sewn with five-thread safety stitch, then top 4
stitched with a double-needle lockstitch
All points of stress are bartacked4
Meets or exceeds NFPA 1977 Standard on 4
Protective Clothing and Equipment for Wildland 
Fire Fighting (Current Edition) Compliant with 
NFPA 70E (Current Edition) – Meeting the 
performance specifications of ASTM – F-1506 
for wearing apparel used by electrical workers 
exposed to arc and related thermal exposures
Meets CAL-OSHA Requirements – Passes Fed. 4
Test 191, Method 5903.2; CAL-OSHA Sections 
3406(d)
Complies with OSHA Rule 29 CFR Part 1910, 2694

Pants
Size Waist Inseam

Small 27"-30" 28" S

Medium 31"-34" 30" R

Large 35"-38" 32" L

XLarge 39"-42" 34" XL

2XLarge 43"-46" 36" XXL

3XLarge 47"-50" 38" XXXL

BL001 Yellow Indura® Ultra Soft Fireline™ Shirt
BL002 Yellow Nomex® 111A Plain Weave Fireline™ Shirt
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PGI’s Double-Duty™ pants are dual classified to NFPA 1975 and 1977 Standards by
Underwriters Laboratories for use as both station wear and wildland firefighting PPE.
Now you can get the best of both worlds – a good looking and comfortable station wear
pant which is great for working around the station or being worn in pubic yet rugged
and protective enough to be worn on the fireline. PGI’s signature relaxed fit and 
functional design is sure to make the Double-Duty™ BDU pant a station wear favorite.
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FIRESAFE™ Wildland Jacket and Pants

Jacket Features:
Zipper and Velcro® double front closure4
Bellowed underarms for increased flexibility4
Extra wide collar with Velcro® adjustable 4
throat tab
Ample sleeve pattern allow for freedom 4
of movement 
Universal radio pocket fits all modern radios4
Velcro® adjustable utility loop4
Velcro® adjustments on cuffs permit tight seal 4
Large 10"x10" pockets with drainage eyelets 4
and Velcro® closures
NFPA Approved Lime-Yellow/Silver 4
Scotchlite™ Triple Trim

SPECIFY SIZE: S-XXL
BB055 FIRESAFE™ Nomex® Coveralls
BB086 FIRESAFE™ Indura® Coveralls

BL007 Indura® Ultra Soft® 9 oz. Fireline™ 
DELUXE™ Jumpsuit

BL008 Nomex® III Fireline™ 
DELUXE™ Jumpsuit

COLOR: Yellow
SPECIFY SIZE: S-XXXL

The DELUXE™ Jumpsuit has the best features of our
DELUXE™ Coat and Pant combined into one.

Meticulously engineered to 
provide unrestricted freedom of
movement and unsurpassed
comfort and complete 
protection in a convenient

one-piece jumpsuit.

Size Chest

Small 34"-36"

Medium 38"-40"

Large 42"-44"

XLarge 46"-48"

2XLarge 50"-52"

3XLarge 54"-56"

Size Inseam

Short 5'4"-5'71/2"

Regular 5'8"-61/2'

Tall 6'1"-6'4"

Jumpsuits

Chieftain’s FireSafe™ Wildland jacket and pants
are designed to be trustworthy protective gear
that is highly comfortable and functional. 
It has maximum thermal protection while
minimizing the potential dangers of heat
stress. This coverall is available in either
Nomex IIIA® or Indura®, both known in
the protective clothing industry for their
exceptional flame resistance characteris-
tics. FireSafe™ Wildland suits are 
certified by UL to meet NFPA 1977
(2005 edition) for Wildland Protective
Apparel. Meets or exceeds NFPA 1977-
2011 and CAL-OSHA specifications.

Pant Features:
Roomy gussetted crotch4
9"x10" leather knee reinforcements4
Belt loops and adjustable waist straps4
Velcro® adjustments on Nomex®4
reinforced cuffs
Zipper/snap pant fly closure4
Lime/silver triple trim4
Elastic waistband sides4

Full length two-way self-locking zipper front 4
closure covered with a self-fabric storm flap
Elasticized waistband with adjustable side 4
take-up straps
Radio pocket on left chest with hook and 4
loop flap closure
Mic holder loop and D-Ring loop4
Pocket on right chest with hook and 4
loop flap closure
Extra deep front slash pockets with hook 4
and loop flap closures
Two large rear pockets with hook and 4
loop flap closures
Elastic gusseted leg cuffs with adjustable 4
hook and loop closures 
Extra-long leg zippers allow easy donning 4
and doffing with boots on
2" wide fluorescent Lime/Yellow 3M 4
Scotchlite™ reflective material
Meets or exceeds NFPA 1977 Standard on 4
Protective Clothing and Equipment for 
Wildland Fire Fighting (Current Edition)
Meets CAL-OSHA Requirements – Passes Fed. 4
Test 191, Method 5903.2; 
CAL-OSHA Sections 3406(d)

Zipper and Velcro® double front closure system4
Ample sleeve patterns allow for freedom of movement4
Fire retardant leather knee reinforcements4
Double slider zippers permit top or bottom unzipping4
Extra wide collar with Velcro® adjustable throat tab4
Universal radio pocket with drainage eyelet4
Hand pocket/pass through for extra comfort, storage, and access4
Velcro® adjustable utility loop keeps gloves handy4
Elastic enhanced waistband for better fit and improved comfort4
Rear pockets with drain holes4
High-visibility NFPA Approved Scotchlite™ Triple Trim in Lime/Silver4
Adjustable Velcro® closures on cuffs and pant legs4

FIRESAFE™ Wildland
Coveralls

COLOR: Yellow   SPECIFY SIZE: S-XXL
BB051 FIRESAFE™ Nomex® Jacket
BB052 FIRESAFE™ Nomex® Pants
BB053 FIRESAFE™ Indura® Jacket
BB054 FIRESAFE™ Indura® Pants
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Fireline™ DELUXE™
Jumpsuit



FirePro™ Wildland Goggles
Evolutionary Eye Protection

BK003

Features:
Interchangeable lenses4
Durable face padding4
Speed-clip straps4
Extra-wide field of view4
2.8mm lenses4

ClearZone FlowCoat anti-fog 4
and anti-scratch lens coatings
Anti-microbial face padding4
Rx available 4
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Cat# Description Includes
BK004 ESS FirePro-EX™ Wildland Goggles Snap-On/Snap-Off™ Helmet Mounting Brackets, One-Piece Strap System
BK003 ESS FirePro-FS™ Wildland Goggles Two-Piece Wraparound Strap with Velcro® Tabs

Snap-On/Off™
Mounts

See Page 66 for Optional 
Nomex® HeatSleeve™

The compact, low-profile FirePro™ frame optimizes fit and function
with all helmets, while the full-perimeter ventilation and filtration 
system minimizes lens fogging and filters airborne particles, dust, and
debris. The ESS FirePro-EX™ model features a two-piece strap 
system and Snap-On/Snap-Off™ helmet mounting brackets which
attach to a helmet brim (no drilling required). The extra-thick, 2.8mm
high-impact lenses provide wide peripheral vision and distortion-free
optics. All ESS FirePro™ goggles exceed ANSI Z87.1+, US Federal
OSHA, and are compliant with wildland fire equipment perform-
ance requirements including the 350°F for 5-minute oven test.
FirePro-FS™ and FirePro-EX™ goggles are certified as complaint to
NFPA 1977 Standard on Protective Clothing and Equipment for
Wildland Fire Fighting, 2011 Edition. 

Coat Features:
3M™ Scotchlite™ Flame-Resistant Retro 4
Reflective lime/yellow 2" wide triple trim
Large cargo hip pockets with hook/loop 4
flap closures
4" high collar, no bulky throat strap, 4
hange loop at neck
2-way brass zipper4
Articulated elbows4
Gusset at cuff has secondary 4
hook/loop strip
Adjustable cuffs with hook/loop tab4
Radial sleeve design allows full 4
arm movement
Radio pocket with hook/loop closure4
Seamless shoulders4

PGI Wildland Gear
The Most Comfortable Fabric For Wildland
Garments On The Market!

BD027

COATS OPTIONS
BD030 Reflective 3" High Silver Scotchlite™ Iron-On Letters 

PANTS OPTIONS
BD031 Knee Pads - FR Neoprene

BD026 9 oz. Indura® Ultra Soft FireLine™ Coat
BD027 9 oz. Indura® Ultra Soft FireLine™ Pants
BD028 6 oz. Nomex® IIIA FireLine™ Coat
BD029 6 oz. Nomex® IIIA FireLine™ Pants

PGI Wildland
Gear Sizing

Size Chest

Small 34"-36"

Medium 38"-40"

Large 42"-44"

XLarge 46"-48"

2XLarge 50"-52"

3XLarge 54"-56"

Coat

Size Waist

Small 27"-31"

Medium 31"-35"

Large 35"-39"

XLarge 39"-43"

2XLarge 43"-47"

3XLarge 47"-51"

Size Length

Regular 28"-32"

Long 32"-35"

Pants

Inseam
COLOR: Yellow
SPECIFY COAT SIZE
SPECIFY PANT SIZE AND INSEAM

Pant Features:
Self-locking brass zipper front closure4
Corrosion-resistant anodized brass snap 4
at waist and anodized carbon steel 
ladder buckle with cotton take-up straps
Self material waistband with elasticized 4
back and seven 2" wide belt loops
Optional knee pad made from super 4
soft 100% flame-resistant closed 
cell Neoprene
Welt-style rear pockets with 4
spade-style flaps 
Front slash-style pockets have extra 4
deep contoured pocket bags
Knee-high brass leg zippers mounted to Nomex® tape4
3M™ Scotchlite™ Flame-Resistant Retro reflective lime/yellow4
Articulated knees with inside knee pocket4
Expandable over-sized mid thigh cargo pockets4
2" wide triple trim sewn around legs, between knees and cuffs4
Partially elasticized cuffs allow it to be tightly secured without4
impeding circulation or movement

BD026



Brush Pro Mask and The Xcaper®

AW371AW370

The Whiffs® Brush Pro mask is made of Advance Nomex®. The breathing port is
made of Nomex® knitted hood material. Both carry a 1050° heat rating. The
Brush Pro mask is lined with blue Indura® Ultra Soft® cloth with a hydro lone finish
which helps to wick moisture from the firefighters face and prevents the transfer
of radiant heat to the skin. The Brush Pro mask is versatile and excellent for 
wildland firefighting and structural overhaul/ mop-up. Its sleek design makes it
comfortable to wear, even in hot climates. Features black Velcro® attachments on
outside of mask for goggles and optional neck shroud. (Xcaper® filters, Whiffs®

Shroud, and Goggles are sold separately.) Ship. wt. 1 lb.

AW369

AW368 Brush Pro Mask (Filter Not Included)
AW369 Brush Pro Shroud
AW370 Xcaper® Filters
AW371 Nomex® Carry Bag

BL009 Fireball™ Pack

FUSION Daypack
True North’s FUSION daypack is constructed of rugged rip-stop fabric. The
FUSION has multiple pockets inside and out so whether it’s computer cables
and iPods; or first-aid gear and walkie-talkies you’ll be able to find it fast. Padded
laptop sleeve in main pocket fits a 15" laptop, and doubles as a 3 liter hydration
carrier when you travel off the beaten path.

Fireball™ Pack

SPECIFY COLOR: Red or Black

SCS™ patented load-trapping suspension4
100 oz. (3L) Hydration pocket (reservoir not included)4
Removable New Generation Fire Shelter case4
Side pockets each hold one 1L bottles4
12 fusee carrying capacity4
No swing fire shelter case, flaps covering all zippers4
3/4" dual density foam padding in hip belt and harness4
Dimensions: 13.5"Lx11"Wx5"D4
Capacity: 1200 cu in4
Weight: 2.75 lbs.4
Materials: 1000D Cordura®, Nylon webbing, Nylon hardware, 4
#10 & #8 YKK® zipper, 3M™ reflective tape

BL010 FUSION Daypack
COLOR: Red

Padded spacer mesh shoulder straps and back panel to increase 4
airflow and keep you cooler
Mesh water bottle pocket on right side and zippered side electronics 4
pocket on the left
Constructed of abrasion, moisture and tear-resistant rip-stop for 4
exceptional durability
Main Compartment: 18"Lx13"Wx5.5"D with padded laptop sleeve 4
or a 3 liter hydration reservoir pocket; two mesh organizer pockets, 
and plenty of room for books, files and your large must-have items
Middle Compartment: 16"Hx9W"x2"D and includes 3 stash pockets, 4
2 pen pockets, an electronics pocket, and a zippered pocket
Outside Stash Pocket: 9"L x9"Wx1.5"D and includes quick-release 4
buckle closure and blinker light attachment
Dimensions: 18"Lx13"Wx9"D4
Capacity: 1800 cu in4
Weight: 1.85 lbs.4
Materials: Rip-stop fabric, nylon webbing, #10 & #8 zipper, 4
nylon hardware, nylon, mesh
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meet NFPA 1977 specifications.
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BK125 Power EMS/Wildland 8" Boots

SPECIFY SIZE: 7-14, 15
SPECIFY WIDTH: M, W, XW

WildFire Protective Headgear
Designed specifically to meet the requirements of wildland 
firefighters. They offer fire fighters protection, versatility, comfort,
and value. Made of high-heat thermoplastic which offers superior
impact protection and penetration resistance in non-structural,
high-heat environments. In addition, they deliver added electrical
insulation required for ANSI Z891-1986 Class A & B helmet 
specifications. Features include glare-reducing texture, shell-
bonded goggle retainer clips for secure storage of eye protection
and reflective strips for increased wearer visibility through smoke
at night. Accepts a full range of mounting brackets for face shield
visors or face shield screens. Meets NFPA 1971-2011. Ship. wt. 1 lb.

BK209 Wildland Firefighting Gloves
SPECIFY SIZE: XS-XL, J

Wildland Firefighting Gloves
Constructed of heavy-weight, abrasion resistant pigskin with
wristlet for wildland and rescue applications. Keystone design
allows for natural thumb movement and better dexterity. Seams
are lock stitched and sewn with Kevlar® thread. CE Compliant.
Meets NFPA 1977-2011 Standard on Protective Clothing and
Equipment for Wildland Fire Fighting.

Height: 9" 4
Upper: 6-7 oz. black oil-tanned fire leather4
Construction: Cement4
Lining: Cambrelle®4
Insole: Moisture-wicking removable footbed 4
on reinforced bi-fit Insole platform
Shank: Triple ribbed logger4
Outsole: Thorogood’s exclusive Vibram® Fire 4
& Ice ATS all-terrain sole
Special Features: True technical hiking construction 4
and comfort in a Tough NFPA 1977 certified boot, 
Kevlar® thread and lace, meets the requirements of 
NFPA 1977 Protective Clothing and Equipment for 
Wildland Fire Fighting 2011 Edition, UL Certified 

Wildland Fire Kevlar® Boots

OrangeYellowBlueRed Lime Black White

AC511 WildFire Front Bill Cap Helmet
AC512 WildFire Full Brim Hat Helmet
AC513 Nomex® Ear/Neck/Face Protector
AC516 6" Clear Polycarbonate Visor
BD016 Nomex® Shroud

SPECIFY COLOR

Full brim

More secure suspension 4
attachments
Adjustable headband 4
for custom fit
Larger replaceable 4
pillowed brow pad
Seamless suspension 4
straps

AC513

Shown with
optional BD016

Power EMS/Wildland 8" Boots
Flexible L-Protection® puncture-resisting insole material4
Two row padded leather top4
Shaft vapor exhaust vents4
Meets the requirements of NFPA 1999, standard on 4
protective clothing for emergency medical operations, 
2008 edition
Meets the requirements of NFPA 1977, standard 4
on protective clothing and equipment 
for wildland firefighting, 2011 edition

BL619 9" Firestalker Elite Wildland Boots

SIZE: 7-13, 14, 15
SPECIFY WIDTH: M, W, XW
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The Pulaski Axe is a special forest fighting tool. Along with the standard single
bit edge, there is also a special Mattock blade for dirt grubbing and trenching.
Comes with polished red finish and 36" hickory handle. Ship. wt. 5 lbs.  

Both edges sharpened. Blades reinforced, carefully forged and tempered. 
A well-balanced tool for fast work and a favorite wherever used. 36" handles
included. Ship. wt. 5 lbs.

D. Steel Fire Rake

In forest fire and prairie fire fighting this tool is valuable for raking fire lines, 
cutting underbrush and weeds, cleaning ditch-banks, etc. Soft steel eye and
back with TEMPERED steel blades or teeth. Price includes 60" fitted ash handle. 
Ship. wt. 5 lbs.

B. Fire Swatter

Combination hoe/rake
Bolted blade

31/2" teeth
48" wood handle

E. Double Edge Bush Axe

AJ462 Long Handle Firefighting Shovel

Forged steel head
Solid shank blade

C. Forestry “McLeod” Fire Tool

D114 Steel Fire Rake

D115 Double Edge Bush Axe

X586 Pulaski Axe   

A. Long Handle Firefighting Shovel

The flexible swatter beats the air away from the flames, smothering the fire
instantly. Made of rubber treated belting 12"x15". Riveted to a shank cleated on
the underside. Shank is driven into the ferruled end of a 60" ash handle, with rivet
through ferrule and shank. Ship. wt. 2 lbs.

A

B

Rear turned steps
44" wood handle

Ship. wt. 7 lbs. 

E252 Fire Swatter

Ship. wt. 6 lbs. 

C

D

E

F. Pulaski Axe

F

AJ463 Forestry “McLeod” Fire Tool
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Corrosion-resistant Neoprene coated Nylon bag
and single-stroke brass pump make the U235
one of the best values on the market.
Lightweight, collapsible bag holds 5 gallons
of water, conforming to the shape of your
back. Watertight and reinforced construction
means you stay dry. Straps won’t rip, mildew
or twist while in service. Oil-proof, 44" hose
with stainless steel, monel and brass 
connections, connects 18" pump. Hose has
rustproof quick connectors. The new 4" ABS
polymer cap makes it much easier to fill
with less time; replaces the old 2.5" metal
cap. The seams have doubled in strength
with a new ultrasonic welding
process.  Ship. wt. 5 lbs. 

The Scotty pump is a single action pump with a foam eduction
attachment and air aspirating nozzle. It eliminates the need
to batch mix when Class A foam is required. Each time the
pump is charged, 1% of foam concentrate is educted into
the pump chamber. The air aspirating nozzle generates foam
when the pump is discharged. 

BK210 Forestry Foam Pump and Backpack
BK211 Forestry Water Pump and Backpack

Forestry Pump & Backpack

U235 Collapsible Back Pump

Fire Shelter with Case
No wildland firefighter should be without a personal
fire shelter. In an emergency situation, the fire shelter
could save a life. The shelter meets Forest Service
specs. Changes from the prior standard include the
addition of a shelter floor and quick-grab handles for
faster deployment 10"x6"x41/2". Ship. wt. 5 lbs. 

AB397 Fire Shelter with Case (Standard Size)

Back Pack System

AW226 Genfo Back Pack System

18 lt. (4 gal.) flexible back pack water extinguisher4
Thermo-welded flexible water tank4
Made with canvas, reinforced with synthetic yarns4
Double action pump and large fill port4
Very efficient and easy-to-use4
Foam attachment available4
Easy-to-store and transport4
Excellent to control, mop up 4
and extinguish forest fires
Comfortable to wear4
Ship wt. 5 lbs.4

BK210:

The Scotty pump is a single
action pump. The pump has a
brass pump chamber protected
by an engineering-grade polymer
sleeve. No tools are required to
disassemble the unit. It can be
completely disassembled by hand
for in-the-field maintenance.

BK211: BK211

BK210

Collapsible Back Pump

Indian Chief Dual Bag
Fire Pump
The "Indian Chief" is a five gallon inner bag liner inside a
protective, nylon fabric, collapsible outer bag. It forms to
your back for greater comfort.

Rugged outer bag offers more protection from punctures4
Harness straps with chest cinch strap help balance the 4
load and prevent straps from pulling outward
2 liners come with fire pump – extra liner is stored in the4
outer pouch of the nylon bag
Indian “Fedco” all brass 4
pump, quick connect 
and dual nozzle

BL243         Indian Chief Dual Bag Fire Pump
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Thick walled polyethylene plastic tank will take rough handling and
harsh environments. Non-slosh rounded design keeps the unit 
comfortable, balanced and steady. The full padded pillow comforts
that impinging feel of other tanks. Completely corrosion resistant
and will not rust like galvanized steel models and is less expensive
than stainless steel tanks. Adjustable padded shoulder straps are
rugged yet fit comfortably and distribute the weight evenly down
your back. Tank holds 5 gallons. Ship. wt. 2 lbs.

Ranger Rigid-Pak Brush Pump Back
View
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AS242

The 5-gallon Smith Indian pump is a full service unit. Designed with many features to help 
diminish operator fatigue. This unit is sure to be a workhorse for any department.

BE038 5-Gallon Poly Indian Pump

AS241 Ranger Rigid-Pak Brush Pump
AS242 Ranger Carrying Bracket

5-gallon UV resistant polyethylene tank will not dent and is completely 4
corrosion resistant
Pump is fabricated from 2 seamless brass cylinders, 4
a guide bushing on the inner cylinder allows for bind free operation
Combination nozzle changes from straight stream to cone spray4
Pump can be serviced by hand for complete in-field maintenance4
52" oil resistant hose for greater pump mobility4
Molded base and handle keep unit comfortable and balanced4
Large 4" filler opening with  drop-in filter screen4
Removable padded shoulder straps are fully adjustable, includes sliding clip4
Lumbar support and waist belt added for comfort and stability4

5-Gallon Poly Indian Pump

Double bottom for extra durability4
Heavy duty, lightweight aluminum body4
Red body complies with new OSHA 4
regulations (29 CFR 1910.114)
Meets DOT regulations for transport 4
of flammable fuel UN#IBI-Y-150 and 
Forest Service Specification 5100-614
Ship. wt. 6 lbs.4

W439 Darley Drip Torch $147.95
W440 Truck Mounting Bracket $63.95

Darley Drip Torch
14" closed, 251/2" assembled4
6" diameter4
11/4 gallon capacity4
Fuel trap in spout prevents flashback4
Breather valve sealed outlets and oilproof 4
gaskets prevent fuel spills
Reversible burner for easy storage4
Check valve to protect against flashback4
Large diameter mouth for easy filling4
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All-brass pump 4 Carrying straps4Nozzle chain4 5 gallon tank4

E743 Running Board Rack, Red Enamel with Straps
S896 Polypropylene Carrying Strap
S897 Pump 18" Long Less Adjustable Nozzle
S899 Strap for Running Board Rack

ACCESSORIES

B690 Indian Fire Pump, Galvanized
L574 Indian Fire Pump, Stainless Steel

A 5-gallon portable hand-operated pump and tank. Brass pump is durable and easy to
clean. Nozzle easily changes from straight stream to cone spray quickly. Tank cap has cam
lock with watertight gasket and ventilation hole to prevent collapse. Heavy-duty, 13/4"
removable polypropylene shoulder straps and carrying handle. Ship. wt. 18 lbs.

Indian Fire Pump
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Rugged lightweight wye valves divide one line into two; female 
inlet with two male outlets. Constructed of high-quality aluminum 
and plastic with hard-coated threads. Valves are quarter turn. 
Meet or exceed GSA requirements for use by the US Forest Service.
Ship. wt. 4 lbs.

Gated Wye Valves
Designed to be installed at 
intervals in long lines to provide
independently controlled outlets
for 1" branch lines with full 1/2"
waterway. When used in fire-line
sprinkler systems, these valves 
provide the ability to adjust water
flow to each sprinkler in the line.
Valuable for mop-up work and 
for filling canteens and back
pumps. Meets U.S. Forest Service
specifications. 11/2" NH x 1" NH.
Ship. wt. 2 lbs.

AJ478 Water Thief In-Line Tee Valve

SPECIFY ANY THREAD COMBINATION: NST or NPSH
AM076 Gated Wye, 1" Inlet x 2-1" Outlets
AM077 Gated Wye, 11/2" Inlet x 2-1" Outlets
AM075 Gated Wye, 11/2" Inlet x 2-11/2" Outlets
AM078 Gated Wye, 21/2" x 2-11/2" Outlets

Water Thief In-Line Tee Valve

Forestry Nozzle

Dual flow - 10 and 30 gpm4
1" rigid female inlet4
Durable, lightweight Pyrolite4
Small, compact design -4
4" length

Akron Brass has introduced their
new 1" forestry nozzle. The nozzle
is a dual flow, adjustable pattern
nozzle designed with the lower
flow rates and rugged simplicity
needed for wildland/forestry appli-
cations. Its simple twist operation
takes you through the following
settings: off, low flow straight
stream, low flow narrow fog, high
flow straight stream and high flow
fog. Ship. wt. 1 lb.

BB097 Forestry Nozzle
BL280 1.5" NH Straight Bore Nozzle with 4 Settings
BL281 Jet and Fan Nozzle GHT and 1" NPSH

Specialty Nozzles
This Adjustable Fan Stream
Nozzle is another “one of 
a kind” from Kochek,
allowing the user to apply
the widest fan or adjust 
to a smooth-bore stream
reaching distances of up
to 80 feet. A unique shutoff
feature makes it the most 
versatile nozzle of its type. BL280
offers 4 different spray volumes.
It is a simple rotation of the
knurled red band.

BL281

Hose Clamp

AM096 Hose Clamp 

Made from high-quality cast 
aluminum and brass. Off-set 
handle allows the user to more 
easily operate while wearing
gloves. Designed to be used with
today’s light weight single  jacket
wildland 1" and 11/2" fire hose.
When clamped on the hose, it
locks securely and safely in the
closed position. Ship. wt. 2 lbs.  


